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Executive Summary
The objectives of the LinkSCEEM-2 Cultural Heritage Work Package (WP11) were two-fold.
The first (Task 1) was to establish a novel, small object imaging centre at CaSToRC that
would make use of multiple high-resolution imaging techniques for the documentation of a
wide range of ancient artefacts. The centre was designed to focus in particular on two
innovative approaches to imaging: Reflectance Transformation Imaging and 360-degree
imaging of cylindrical objects, especially cylinder seals. A second goal was to collaborate
with the InscriptiFact Digital Image Library (InscriptiFact) to facilitate the world-wide
distribution of the centre’s images. Task 2 was to design and test a tele-immersive
visualization system that would create a portable, virtual collaborative space where scholars
could jointly examine artefacts in a 3D environment. Both of these tasks were essentially
completed over the duration of the project.

1 Task 1
The Cyprus Institute’s Imaging Centre for Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (ICACH) was
established in February, 2012, with three digital imaging systems provided by team members
of the West Semitic Research Project (WSRP) of the University of Southern California. The
systems included (1) a Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) dome for imaging small
artefacts, originally developed by Hewlett-Packard and modified and enhanced by WSRP, (2)
a Highlight-RTI system that can be used to create RTI/PTM [=Polynomial Texture Mapping,
a form of RTI] images of larger artefacts, and (3) a 360-degree imaging system that is
designed to make flat, continuous images of the surfaces of cylindrical objects. For details on
the nature of these imaging systems, see Deliverable D11.1.
Following the inauguration of ICACH, three pilot projects were undertaken between February
and May, 2012 to investigate the capabilities of the imaging systems. These projects were
successful and have been described in detail in Deliverable D11.4. Since then a number of
significant activities have also taken place.
1.1

The El-Greco Projects (2012 and 2014)

In April 2012, the ICACH team, consisting of Nikolas Bakirtzis and Ropertos Georgiou, were
invited to apply RTI photography to three celebrated paintings of Cretan artist Domenikos
Theotokopoulos (1541-1614), familiarly known as El Greco during his illustrious career in
Spain: the icon of the Dormition of the Virgin (1565-66), the Adoration of the Magi (156567), and the Baptism of Christ (1567). The project was made possible through the
collaboration of the Leventis Municipal Museum in Nicosia, which was displaying them at
the time. The institutions which own the works, the Benaki Museum of Athens, the Historical
Museum of Crete and the Syros Metropolis, gave their support to this project as well.
Preliminary results were presented at the Benaki Museum in Athens (May 2013) in a special
workshop featuring the work of CyI’s Imaging Center with the participation of museum
curators, photographers, conservators and art historians.
Workshop participants recognized the critical value of ICACH’s work in the visual analysis of
El Greco’s art and urged the preparation of a systematic project for the documentation of all
early El Greco paintings, specifically his work before his 1577 arrival in Spain. RTI images
offered an invaluable means to facilitate close analysis of the surface details of El Greco’s art
works. Participants, using RTI’s extraordinary interactivity in changing light angles on the
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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images in real time, were able to appreciate in detail the brushstroke technique of the artist,
his use of color pigments, the layering of later interventions, deteriorations on the paintings’
surface as well as other details.

Figure 1. Ropertos Georgiou photographing El Greco’s Baptism of Christ in Nicosia with the of ICACH’s RTI
dome

Figure 2. Nikolas Bakirtzis and Ropertos Georgiou using the highlight RTI technique on El Greco’s icon of the
Dormition of the Virgin
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Figure 3. Highlight RTI set-up in the Leventis Municipal Museum of Nicosia

The success of this initial project led to an invitation from the Historical Museum of Crete in
Heraklion to make RTI images of the El Greco painting, View of Mt. Sinai and the Monastery
of St. Catherine. It is a key work from the Italian period (1567-1577) of the great Master, as it
is associated with El Greco’s last years in Venice and work he did on behalf of his patrons in
Rome, where he moved in 1570. ICACH researchers Bakirtzis and Georgiou travelled to
Crete in April 2014 to do the work. RTI results were presented in the International
Conference on El Greco’s Cretan years organized in Heraklion on June 21-23, 2014 to
celebrate the 400th anniversary of the artist’s death. The presentation was received extremely
well by an international audience of El Greco experts, who invited the CyI team to contribute
to an edited volume on the artist’s work under preparation in Athens at the Benaki Museum.
The Historical Museum of Crete will feature images and video from the results in their
permanent exhibition. In addition the museum invited the CyI team to return to Heraklion in
October and to apply RTI photography to one more El Greco work, The Nativity of Christ,
from the Agnes Etherington Art Center in Kingston, Ontario, currently in Crete for the
purposes of a temporary exhibition.

Figure 4. Specular enhancement RTI analysis of the middle part of El Greco’s View of Mt. Sinai

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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ICACH was invited to apply RTI photography on two celebrated paintings from the early
career of Cretan artist Domenikos Theotokopoulos (1541-1614), known as El Greco during
his illustrious career in Spain along with various post-Byzantine masters of Cretan art
(Georgios Klontzas, Michael Damaskinos and Aggelos Apopnakos).
This opportunity was possible in the context of CyI’s collaboration with the Benaki Museum
through the funding of LinkSCEEM-2. The imaging session was held from the 31st of August
to the 9th of September 2014 at the Benaki museum in Athens and was the crowning closure
of WP11 activities.
Furthermore, along with the RTI acquisition of post Byzantine masters we were given the
opportunity to digitize two paintings from Cyprus that needed to be photographed in order to
aid conservation.
Results have offered new, detailed evidence and valuable observations on El Greco’s work
and post Byzantine technique and style during a transition period of art from Byzantine to
Renaissance. This project opportunity has underlined CyI’s expert contribution in the crossdisciplinary analysis of artistic heritage; as a result, ICACH will further document other
works with similar painting techniques and to participate in exhibitions and symposia
organized in 2014 – 2015, nevertheless to aid archiving, conservation and analysis.
As a result, our mission has been well accomplished with fine results, furthermore we had
succeeded the RTI digitization of the following paintings:
1. The Adoration of the Magi, signed by Domenikos Theotokopoulos (El Greco) (15411614).
2. St Luke Painting the Virgin. 1560-67. A signed work by Domenicos Theotokopoulos (El
Greco). Including RTI digitizations of details.
3. St.George on horseback slaying the dragon, Georgios Klontzas (Not found in their digital
archive). Including RTI digitization of details.
4. Four military saints. Michael Damaskinos.
5. Ο άγιος Γεώργιος, έφιππος δρακοντοκτόνος. Άγγελος. Η εικόνα φέρει την υπογραφή του
διάσημου κρητικού ζωγράφου Άγγελου Ακοτάντου.
6. The presentation of Christ in the temple. Last quarter of 17th century with forged signature
of Michael Damaskenos (Not found in their archive).
7. St. Matthew. Middle of 16th century (Not found in their archive).
8. Two cypriot provenance byzantine paintings (Not found in their archive).

1.2

The Extraction of 3D Models from RTI data

Mohammed el-Farargy, Head of the VISTA Unit of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA), began
working on a way to create 3D models from the data created for RTI images in 2012 and has
produced very exciting results. While RTI itself has exceptional value in documenting
artefacts for research, there are times when a 3D model of an artefact might play an added,
crucial role in its interpretation. El-Farargy has discovered that RTI information on both
colour and form of an object make it possible to use them to reconstruct useful 3D
approximations of the original surfaces. Taking three 2D texture maps that can be extracted
from the RTI, el-Farargy has been able to reconstruct a reliable 3D surface image. The three
maps used for this are the following:
1.

Diffuse Map. This map defines the main colour of the surface. To be accurate, the
colour must be recorded in such a way that there are no directional light effects, interreflections, specular highlights or self-shadowing. Polynomial Texture Mapping allows
for the accurate extraction of the colour data, creating a uniformly lit map that is ideal for
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use in the 3D process. It produces results that appear to be superior to those that can be
derived from standard 3D photogrammetry, which sometimes suffers from the shadowing
problem.
Normal Map. A Normal Map is a texture map containing surface normals at the location
of each texture element (texel) stored as RGB. Directional lighting information for each
pixel is already stored in a PTM, which makes it possible to get quite an accurate
estimate of the surface normal at that pixel. Since luminance is maximum when incident
light is perpendicular to surface (i.e., incident light vector = surface normal), the surface
normal at each texel can be estimated as the orientation with maximal light response.
Height Map. This map is the most useful for building the actual 3D model. For this
map, information from the Normal Map is integrated by linking each pixel’s white level
to a height value of the vertice of a 3D grid mesh. The accuracy of the height designation
is enhanced by a series of iterations of the data that improves the contrast between low
and high points. Each is slightly modified according to the slopes of the surrounding
pixels’ normals and their heights in the current iteration. Figures 1-4 provide samples of
these maps from a PTM of a stone carving.

Figure 5: A traditional image of the stone carving.

Figure 6: Diffuse Map, showing more accurate color.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Figure 7: Normal Map of the surface.

Figure 8: Height Map, showing the 3D aspects of the image.

The construction of 3D models from the PTMs is fast and simple and can be done within
already-extant RTI viewers. It represents a major step forward in the use of this type of
digital cultural heritage data.
1.3

Cultural Heritage Workshops

In partnership with WP4, the WP11 team was involved in five workshops during the
LinkSCEEM-2 project. Two have been described in Deliverable 11.4 (February and May,
2012). In September 2012 a workshop for Egyptian researchers was held at the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina on Digital Cultural Heritage, with ICACH members Bakirtzis and Georgiou
among those giving presentations to a large audience.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Figure 9. Participants in the workshop at Alexandria, Egypt, September 2012.

In January of 2013, a workshop was held at NCSA on the University of Illinois campus on the
status of WP11 and the future of the cultural heritage collaborations that it has inaugurated.
Representatives from CyI, BA, NCSA, the Spurlock Museum, the University of Southern
California and the Beckman Institute’s Visualization Laboratory met to discuss the projects
already underway and how they might be expanded in the future. For the future, a number of
specific future goals were targeted, including bringing USC into the CyI/UI collaboration as a
full partner, examining projects at the BA that would advance the technology of RTI,
analyzing issues and setting established policies in reference to data rights and also playing a
part in the development of the tele-immersive system of Task 2. Projects in 3D imaging were
proposed as collaborations between STARC and the NCSA Visualization Laboratory (Virtual
Director) and the Beckman Visualization Lab. Expansion of USC’s InscriptiFact Database
into both CyI and NCSA was discussed. Attendees also talked about potential areas in which
the Cultural Heritage part of LinkSCEEM-2 might collaborate in the future with the Climate
Studies section. A project was also proposed to explore how the Medici database application
might archive the large files generated by RTI imaging. Projects relating to word recognition
on the Genesis Apocryphon of the Dead Sea Scrolls using NCSA’s applications, and making
use of museum interactive display technology that NCSA’s eDREAM Institute developed for
the Spurlock Museum for an exhibit in Nicosia were also discussed.
And finally, in June, 2014, an international workshop on RTI was held at CyI in Nicosia.
Specialists in RTI technology joined scholars actively using RTI in the field to discuss the
latest advances, as well as future directions in RTI imaging. Participants came from Italy, the
UK, France, Germany, Egypt, Cyprus and the US. A number of important contacts were
made, and discussions on collaborations proved promising.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Figure 10. Participants in the RTI workshop at CyI in June 2014.

1.4

The InscriptiFact Digital Library

The West Semitic Research Project (WSRP) of the University of Southern California has
played a major role in WP11. WSRP constructed the imaging systems that form the core of
ICACH. WSRP’s InscriptiFact Digital Image Library (InscriptiFact) was chosen to be the
application to distribute ICACH’s images online. InscriptiFact is designed to allow access to
high-resolution images of ancient inscriptions and artefacts from the Near Eastern and
Mediterranean worlds. It is an internationally-praised database that currently makes available
over 67,000 images from 42 repositories from across Europe, the Middle East and North
America. Its features are described in more detail in Deliverable 11.3.
While the first year of WP11 (April 2011-March 2012) focused on the construction of
ICACH’s photographic systems and their installation at CyI, during the latter part of the
project, the team moved toward incorporating InscriptiFact into the larger Cultural Heritage
program at CyI.
Expansion of InscriptiFact Storage
The project included expanding the storage capacity of the ISFDL in order to accommodate
high-resolution image-objects and cataloguing of ancient Cypriot inscriptions and artefacts in
an optimal fashion. The new storage funded during Year One was purchased in October, 2012
and installed in November 2012. This expansion now enables the storage and delivery of the
images of ancient inscriptions and artefacts captured under the auspices of the CyI and
Illinois/USC through InscriptiFact. The hardware acquired for this involves a new Dell
MD3220i vault and (24) 900Gb drives and two switches (one for redundancy).
Specialized InscriptiFact Programming
The specialized application programming project involved two primary elements that will be
most useful for the delivery of images of ancient Cypriot inscriptions to scholars, researchers,
educators and students: a User Management Module and an Installation Module.
User Management Module
The User Management Module enables the management of Cypriot user-information. The
Module includes a Web Registration Module and a User Portal for managing Cypriot userinformation. This can be accomplished by the Cypriot administrator. The Cypriot
administrator will serve as the contact for Cypriot users and will manage any user issues that
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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arise. These two modules also enable users to self-register and manage their own
information.
The Web Registration Module and the User Portal are currently online and available at:
http://ruth.usc.edu:7060/UserPortal
The Web Registration Module enables users to:
 Enter and edit contact information
 Select a unique username and choose a password.
 It implements and maintains user agreements.
The User Portal:
 Enables users to change their passwords or to generate passwords if a password has been
forgotten.
 Enables users to reset their login status, should they become locked out of InscriptiFact.
 Automatically sends emails with appropriate confirmations, instructions, newly generated
passwords, etc.
Application Installation Module
The application installation module will replace and enhance the current installation program
to automatically install and configure InscriptiFact in a straight-forward manner. Because
there have been many changes in Java since the requirements for the installation module were
created, it has been necessary to re-examine the requirements to take into account these
changes.
The new installation module determines the particular operating system and resources of any
given client machine and installs and configures the appropriate InscriptiFact client for
Windows 7, Windows 8 and Mac OS 10.7, 10.8, and 10.9 operating systems. It will thereafter
automatically apply upgrades as needed based on the platform and operating system of the
client machine. It will also determine whether there is a firewall preventing or obstructing
access and, if so, deliver this information to the user. The development of the Application
Installation Module for InscriptiFact is being accomplished in stages. Testing on the basic
module began on July 26, 2014..
Additional Specialized Programming
There were three additional specialized programming tasks funded as part of the project.
Two of these have been completed:



Full-resolution PTM/RTI capture is now functional in both the InscriptiFact online and
standalone viewers.
The Time-out/Logout fix has been implemented and is now functional.

The third additional specialized programming task is currently in process.


Provide users with the option to run the InscriptiFact standalone viewer online or
offline in case the user does not want to be connected to the Internet.
The
Online/Offline Viewer will utilize the installation module and is expected to be
delivered shortly after the installation module.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Upload of Images to InscriptiFact
The work package had planned for the upload of images captured in Cyprus to InscriptiFact.
This has not yet occurred because there are several permission issues with various institutions
in Cyprus that we hope to work out shortly. In addition, discussions continue about the longterm role of InscriptiFact within the context of the Cyprus Institute.

2 Task 2
WP11 Task 2 looked at the implementation of a portable 3D acquisition system in support of
remote cultural heritage collaboration. The envisioned system would be hand held and allow
someone to carry it into a museum or other remote location. The portable tele-immersive
device would allow one to share a 3D representation of an artefact with others remotely in a
manner that can be manipulated in real time, compared with other artefacts in a common
virtual environment, and digitally archived.
Towards this end we initially modified our TEEVE (Tele-immersive Environments for
EVerbody)
framework
(https://isda.ncsa.illinois.edu/svn/teeve/trunk/TEEVE)
with
functionality to more efficiently pass 3D information across the network, the ability to
connect multiple locations at once to a single session, portability, and sensory feedback. An
example session with two users interaction with a virtual object can be seen in Figure 11. As
we began to address the automatic upload an annotation of scanned artefacts and further
considering bandwidth limitations it was decided to switch from the TEEVE framework to
one that was directly embedded in the Medici content management system
(https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/stash/projects/MMDB), also utilized in WP8, and place
emphasis on the scanned artefacts rather than 3D reconstructions of the users themselves.
Towards this two components were constructed. The first a simple tool built on the low cost
Kinect Depth Camera that would allow one to scan artefacts and have them automatically
uploaded into a specified Medici instance. The second a preview within Medici that would
take a dataset containing two artefacts and present them in a manner that one or more users
could interact with virtually at the same time. Being in Medici the other archival, sharing, and
curation aspects available within the framework are also available for use with these scanned
artefacts. These two components are described in more detail below.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Figure 11. Top: A TEEVE based tele-immersive session involving two locations. In each case the user starts the
“teeve” application on their machine and are automatically connected to a shared virtual environment. Note,
the images are screen captures of 3D point clouds that can be rotated, scaled, and otherwise manipulated.
Bottom: A user interacting with a virtual object (in this case a 3D model of a sphere), grabbing it, and moving it.

2.1

3D Model Generation Using PCL Kinect Fusion

The tool developed for generating 3D models of cultural heritage artefacts uses the Point
Cloud Library (or PCL), a large scale open project for 2D/3D image and point cloud
processing; and Meshlab, an open source, portable, and extensible system for the processing
and editing of unstructured 3D triangular meshes. We used the KinFu LargeScale (short form
of Kinect Fusion) package from the PCL framework, which contains numerous state-of-the art
algorithms for 3D data processing. This package requires an Nvidia GPU to run.
Using a Kinect camera and the pcl_kinfu_largeScale utility we scan an artefact from various
angles. As the scanning progresses RGB color and texture information is stored from different
angles in a folder called KinFuSnapShots. Once scanning is completed, the program generates
a TDSF (Truncated Signed Distance Function) cloud; a type of point cloud which is stored in
GPU memory as a voxel grid. The TDSF cloud generated is passed on to the
pcl_kinfu_largeScale_mesh_output utility to generate mesh files (.ply) for different views. We
use the meshlabserver program to merge these meshes into a single mesh. The mesh is then
provided as input to the pcl_kinfu_largeScale_texture_output utility along with the RGB
images, to generate texture files (.mtl files associated with the model .obj files). The contents
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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of KinFuSnapShots folder (RGB images and texture files) are zipped and automatically sent
to Medici to be uploaded and processed by content extractors which generate X3D files for
rendering on an HTML 5 web page (Figure 122).

Figure 12. Screen shots of 3D model generation using PCL Kinect Fusion.

2.2

Gesture Based 3D Model Interaction Using Leap Motions

A natural interface for remotely interacting with 3D models from within Medici was
developed using the JavaScript library for Leap Motion devices and employs the WebSocket
protocol for communication. For the use case of multiple distributed users simultaneously
interacting with multiple 3D models in the same virtual space we created a new kind of
dataset called a 3D dataset. When each of these datasets are accessed for the first time a
WebSocket is created at the server. Users visiting the same 3D Dataset from different
locations are connected to the same WebSocket. This creates a common communication
channel for sharing rotation and translation information, which is generated as users interact
with the 3D models.
The two 3D models can be controlled from either the same location or two different locations.
After connecting the Leap Motion device at their sites, users decide on which model to
control by selecting a model on the web page. Once the Leap Motion device is started, the
user can control the object using a hand. The translation and rotation data is send to the
communication channel and all the users who have opened the same 3D dataset at their
respective locations can see the models being controlled. This enables the users to compare
two pieces of a cultural artefact scanned at different places on a common platform to check
for match (Figure 12). Further, the social annotation capabilities provided within Medici
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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allows users to then record discussions via the comment capabilities and assign metadata/tags
for future reference.

Figure 13. Screen shots of gesture based 3D model interaction using Leap Motion controller.

Figure 14. Konstantinos at the Cyprus Institute interacting with a Medici dataset containing two 3D models via
hand gestures.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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3D Scanning Using PCL Kinect Fusion - Installation Procedure

We have developed and shared a detailed procedure for installing and running Kinect Fusion
application. The procedure outlines the steps for installing and setting up packages such as
OpenNI, NiTE, PrimeSense drivers, CUDA, Meshlab, Libfreenect, and PCL software. It also
details how to configure the KinFu shell script, which is executed to scan and upload 3D
models into Medici. The instructions were developed using the following hardware
configuration:
Ubuntu Release 12.04 (precise) 64-bit
Intel® Core™ i5 CPU 760 @ 2.80GHz × 4
RAM: 16 GB
Nvidia graphics card: GeForce GTX 660 Ti
Nvidia driver version: 304.88
Memory: 2 GB
Some compatibility issues were identified when these software packages were installed with a
different hardware configuration. Changes in package version may be needed to resolve those
issues. It should be noted that, replicating all possibilities of software-hardware combination
is a challenging task. So these issues can only be resolved on a case-by-case basis.
2.4

Installation and Testing

Installation of the aforementioned software stack was done at CyI and BA. There were a few
compatibility issues observed during these installations, which were resolved by developers at
the respective institutes.
After deployment, testing of the software between NCSA, CyI and BA took place on July 29,
2014. Two 3D objects were scanned and uploaded from BA and CyI into the Medici instance
running in CyI. After that, the two objects were put into a 3D dataset. Leap Motion controllers
were used at NCSA and CyI to manipulate the 3D objects using gestures. Previously another
test was also conducted between NCSA and CyI. The process is shown in Figure 11.
2.5

Evaluation and Observations

The data upload into Medici takes quite a while to complete. This could be attributed to the
huge size of 3D models and the speed of network connection between the sites. Very little can
be done to reduce this delay from a software perspective.
It was observed that the quality of the scanned models is not great. This is to be expected
since PCL is largely an experimental work and the large scale scanning application is still a
work in progress. As the development of the library progresses we can expect to obtain better
quality models. A few things like scanning slowly, positioning the Kinect camera in one angle
for longer periods of tie may slightly improve the quality of the model. Here the tradeoff is
that the generated 3D model file will be larger in size due to additional details present.
Scanning must be done in a slow and steady fashion without any rapid movements especially
when changing scenes. Some sort of equipment could be used for this purpose but we have
not conducted any tests in that direction yet. Scanning is automatically restarted after each
instance of a fail. This means that the user should scan the object once again starting from the
position at which it fails.
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The scanning application will also capture most of the background. This may be slightly
disadvantageous if one is looking to scan only the object. Here we must understand that the
KinFu Large Scale application was designed for scanning bigger objects. The older
KinFu_app, which scans objects with minimal background details does not store any color
information. We will explore the possibility of changing parameter values to reduce the
scanning area at the same time providing a robust scanning experience.

Figure 15. Pictures from a 3D scanning session. Top: user scanning an object and uploading the generated 3D
model into Medici using the PCL KinFu Large Scale application; Bottom: User interacting with the 3D models
using a Leap Motion controller.
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Figure 16. Pictures from a 3D scanning session. Top: Full-screen view of the models in a 3D dataset; Bottom:
3D Dataset page in Medici.
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3 Conclusion
By any measure, the objectives of this LinkSCEEM-2 Cultural Heritage Work Package
(WP11) have been fully attained. Moreover, in the course of doing this, significant primary
research—both in terms of imaging and image basing techniques as well as the preservation
of image data of the Cultural Heritage of Cyprus—have been advanced in a highly
satisfactory manner. It should also be noted that the model of international collaboration that
unites technologies and Cultural Heritage is one that other groups with similar goals could
employ to great advantage. Nonetheless, the overall work is still in its preliminary stages. It
is the hope and expectation of the participants that the projects and goals outlined above can
be continued, developed and expanded upon in the future.
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